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A B S T R A C T   

Polyethylene (PE) are in demand for electrical insulation and thermal management applications; however, their low mechanical and thermal properties pose major 
challenges. Herein, we report on novel properties of PE-boron nitride (BN) nanocomposites prepared by melt compounding followed by injection molding. The 
thermal and mechanical properties of silane-functionalized (sBN) and non-functionalized (pBN) PE-BN nanocomposites were studied in order to assess the role of 
silane functional groups at the interface of BN nanosheets and PE matrix. In comparison with PE materials, addition of 5 wt % BN nanosheets increases tensile 
modulus of elasticity by 37 and 42%, flexural modulus of elasticity by 24 and 30%, tensile strength by 15 and 27%, and storage modulus by 80 and 91% for pBN and 
sBN nanocomposites, respectively. Besides mechanical reinforcement, thermal and thermomechanical properties were evaluated for PE-BN nanocomposites. While 
thermal stability of PE-pBN and PE-sBN nanocomposites was comparable, coefficient of thermal expansion was decreased by 12 and 20% at 5 wt % pBN and sBN 
nanosheets, respectively. These polymer nanocomposites with enhanced mechanical and thermal properties can be an excellent choice for application in insulation 
materials, including thermal interface layers in electronic devices.   

1. Introduction 

Recent advances in electronic devices have led to more demand in 
polymer materials like polyethylene (PE) for insulation and thermal 
management purposes [1–3]. Because of low permittivity and high 
electrical breakdown strength, PE is widely used as an insulation ma-
terial [4,5]. However, low mechanical and thermal properties of PE 
polymer result in early mechanical failure during long term service [6, 
7]. Boron nitride (BN) nanomaterials with outstanding mechanical 
properties (Young’s modulus ~1 TPa), flexibility, high thermal stability 
(~800 ◦C in air), low dielectric constant (~4), high band gap (~5.4 eV), 
high voltage breakdown strength (~12 MV/cm), and chemical inertness 
are promising fillers to tune the mechanical and thermal properties of PE 
materials [8]. BN nanosheets have been used in polymer nanocomposite 
materials where thermal management, electrical resistivity, and 
dielectric properties are important. 

In spite of the potential reinforcement effects of BN nanosheets in 
polymers, the incompatibility of inorganic BN nanosheets with organic 
polymer materials can cause the degradation in mechanical and thermal 

properties of such nanocomposites [9,10]. For example, Wang et al. [11] 
reported degradation in mechanical properties of epoxy-BN nanosheets 
nanocomposites, where tensile strength and elastic modulus were 
reduced by 80 and 20% compared to the base epoxy polymer. Therefore, 
it is important to improve the compatibility by functionalizing BN 
nanosheets with appropriate coupling agents and enhance polymer-BN 
nanosheets interfacial interactions [12]. Organic polymer molecules 
such as PE and inorganic BN nanosheets have limited non-covalent in-
teractions (e.g., van der Waals) due to their bond structure. As a result, 
chemically modifying BN nanosheets with appropriate functional 
groups are essential to enhance these non-covalent interactions [13]. 
Functionalization may also introduce new molecular interactions (e.g., 
hydrogen bonding, hydrophobic, and π-π interactions) and increase the 
degree of miscibility into polymer matrices that can contribute to the 
improvement of mechanical and thermal properties. Yu et al. [14] 
functionalized BN nanoplates with covalent, i.e., hyperbranched aro-
matic polyamide (HBP) and noncovalent, i.e., octadecylamine (ODA) 
ways to fabricate epoxy-BN nanoplates nanocomposites. This work re-
ported 12.8 and 12.3% increase in storage modulus by the covalent and 
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non-covalent functionalized BN nanoplates while the same property in 
the pristine BN nanoplates nanocomposites increased only by 7% at 5 wt 
% BN nanoplates, respectively. This improvement is believed to be 
originating from the enhanced interactions between epoxy and func-
tionalized BN nanoplates. Depending on the compatibility of BN nano-
sheets with different polymer materials, nanocomposites were 
fabricated with wide range of BN functionalities, including –OH, –NH2, 
–C4H9, –F, –CH3(CH2)17NH2, –C9H23N2O3Si [15–17]. Huang and 
co-workers [18] reduced the interfacial thermal resistance of epoxy-BN 
nanocomposites by modifying BN with polyhedral oligosilsesquioxane 
molecules. The 29% decrease in coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) 
and 1360% increase in thermal conductivity were achieved at 30 wt % 
BN mass loading by the effective BN surface modification. 

Silane functionalization is an attractive choice for modifying BN 
nanosheets due to the functional groups that can bond and interact with 
both organic and inorganic compounds [19]. Silane functionals have 
organic alkyl molecules (-R), which are very compatible with poly-
ethylene molecules due to nonpolar chemical structure. Additionally, 
silane contains oxygen molecules which are electronegative and may 
create Hydrogen-bond between polymer materials and BN nanosheets; 
these increase molecular interactions and enhance nanocomposite per-
formances [20–22]. In spite of few reports on the reduction of interfacial 
thermal resistance for PE-BN nanocomposites [20,23], these studies lack 
detailed analyses of thermal stability, thermomechanical and mechani-
cal performances. The objective of this work is to investigate the effects 
of silane functionalization (3-aminopropyltriethoxy silane) on me-
chanical and thermal properties for PE-BN nanocomposites. The PE-BN 
nanocomposites were fabricated via melt compounding method utilizing 
industrially available PE polymer materials. Their mechanical and 
thermal properties were thoroughly evaluated in terms of tensile 
modulus of elasticity (TMOE), flexural modulus of elasticity (FMOE), 
tensile strength, storage modulus, coefficient of thermal expansion 
(CTE), and thermal stability using tensile and flexural, DMA, DSC, and 
TGA tests. 

2. Experimental 

2.1. Materials 

PE polymers were kindly received from an industrial supplier, which 
were used to fabricate PE nanocomposites. This PE is usually used for 
cable insulation material for automotive applications. The detailed 
characterization of the as-received PE samples is shown in Supple-
mentary Information (Fig. S1, S2, and S3). The scanning electron mi-
croscopy (SEM) image (Fig. S1) and thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) 
(Fig. S2) indicate that the as-received PE material contains ~37 wt % 
inorganic residues. The SEM-EDS mapping (Fig. S3) suggests that most 
of these residues are likely to be aluminium oxide (Al2O3) and zinc oxide 
(ZnO). In this study, the pristine BN (pBN) and silane-modified BN (sBN) 
nanosheets were used to fabricate polymer nanocomposites. These BN 
nanosheets were purchased from US Research Nanomaterials Inc. and 
added to the PE during nanocomposite compounding. Both pristine and 
silane-modified BN nanosheets are hexagonal crystal structure, and the 
average lateral sizes are 100–200 nm. Silane modified BN nanosheets 
were modified by functionalizing with 1–3 wt % silane coupling agent 
(KH-550) using 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane (C9H23N2O3Si, CAS: 919- 
30-2). Both pristine and silane-modified BN nanosheets were 99.8% 
pure. The polymer and BN nanosheets were dried in air at 80 ◦C for 6–8 h 
before melt compounding. 

2.2. Fabrication of polymer nanocomposites 

An appropriate amount of dried PE pellets and BN nanosheets were 
fed into the K-Tron (Coperion, Stuttgart, Germany) gravimetric feeders 
separately to compound the master batch of 5 wt % PE-BN nano-
composites. In order to fabricate a homogenous mixture of 

nanocomposites, the speed of the gravimetric feeder was optimized. 
Twin-screw extruder (ThermoHaake Rheomex Model PTW25, St. Louis, 
MO, USA) was used to compound the master batch of 5 wt % PE-BN 
nanocomposites. Extruded melt compounded product streams were 
cooled down through a room temperature water bath and granulated 
using a Nelmor lab-scale grinder (AEC, New Berlin, WI, USA). The 
grinded master batch nanocomposites were dried in an oven at 60 ◦C for 
at least 12 h before further processing. The rest of the nanocomposites 
were prepared by mixing appropriate amount of master batch nano-
composites (5 wt % PE-BN) and PE polymer utilizing twin-screw 
extruder. Extrusion was carried out with a barrel temperature range of 
185–200 ◦C at 120 rpm screw speed. The maximum pressure in barrel 
was set to 70 MPa for compounding nanocomposites. Later, an injection 
molding machine (Boy Machines, Model 80 M, Exton, PA, USA) was 
used to prepare specimens for mechanical and thermal characteriza-
tions. The barrel temperature for injection molding was in the range of 
205–215 ◦C. The cooling time was 30 s, with a mold temperature of 
50 ◦C. Base PE materials (without BN nanosheets) were prepared 
following the same procedures to have the similar thermal and pro-
cessing history. The PE nanocomposites are labeled in the format of PE- 
weight percentage of BN nanosheets, type of BN nanosheets (pBN or 
sBN). For example, PE-5.0 wt % pBN indicates that this nanocomposite is 
composed of polyethylene polymer and 5 wt % pristine BN nanosheets. 
Simply PE-BN indicates that the PE-BN nanocomposite is prepared with 
PE and BN nanosheets (i.e., either pBN or sBN nanosheets). 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. BN nanosheets characterization 

Fig. 1a–c shows the morphology and structure of BN nanosheets 
before addition into PE polymer matrix. The average lateral sizes of the 
BN nanosheets are in the range of 100–200 nm. Atomic resolution low- 
angle annular dark field (LAADF) image (Fig. 1b) depicts the crystalline 
nature of BN nanosheet with a six-fold symmetry in the indexed fast 
Fourier transform (FFT) image (inset in Fig. 1b), confirming the hex-
agonal crystalline structure of BN nanosheets with a lattice spacing of 
0.246 nm. Height profile was also obtained from atomic force micro-
scope (AFM) data, and the average thickness of BN nanosheets is 50 nm 
(Fig. 1c). These morphological characteristics (i.e., higher surface area) 
are essential for interacting with polymer chains and, thus, desirable for 
polymer nanocomposite applications. 

Chemical bonding and molecular interactions for pBN and sBN 
nanosheets were compared to better understand the silane functionali-
zation. The high-intensity Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra at 
1384 and 808 cm−1 (Fig. 1d) for both pBN and sBN nanosheets are 
attributed to in-plane B–N stretching and out of plane B–N–B bending 
vibration [21]. The peak at 3427 cm−1 indicates the –OH group, and the 
peak at 1616 cm−1 (inset in Fig. 1d) is attributed to N–H+ vibration 
mode [21]. The Si–O stretching bond information is shown at 1100 cm−1 

for sBN nanosheets. This weak intensity of the peak at 1100 cm−1 is 
possibly due to the intensive characteristics of BN nanosheets. A slight 
shift of IR spectra (1384–1396 cm−1) at in-plane B–N stretching is 
assumed to be originating from the new covalent bond formation due to 
silane grafting on BN nanosheets [21]. Further, time-of-flight secondary 
ion mass spectra (ToF-SIMS) analysis was conducted to confirm the 
presence of elemental molecules on BN nanosheets. Both the positive 
and negative ion spectra were collected to identify the chemical states of 
the functionalization. Fig. 1e exhibits the presence of Si molecules on 
sBN nanosheets. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis was 
performed to further confirm the silane functionalization. Silane mole-
cules react with BN nanosheets and form covalent bonds with boron 
molecules. The binding energy is measured by XPS and demonstrated in 
Fig. 1f–h. Fig. 1f indicates B 1s spectrum of pBN nanosheets while B 1s 
spectrum of sBN nanosheets can be fitted into B–N and B–O bonding 
(Fig. 1g). Because of the covalent bond of silane molecules with B atoms, 
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these two B–N and B–O bonds are appeared on sBN nanosheets. To 
further illustrate the silane bonding with BN nanosheets, Fig. 1h dem-
onstrates Si 2p spectrum for sBN nanosheets. The deconvoluted peaks 
(Si–O–Si, Si–O–B, and Si–CH2 bonding) reiterate the successful grafting 
of silane molecules on BN nanosheets. In addition, survey spectrums of 
both pBN and sBN nanosheets show the presence of B, N, C, and O 
(Fig. S4) molecules. Owing to the chemical structure of silane func-
tionalized BN nanosheets, the peak intensities of C 1s and O 1s are higher 
for sBN compared to pBN nanosheets. These observations confirm that 
the silane was successfully grafted onto the BN nanosheets. Besides, the 
morphology and lattice structure of BN nanosheets have been tested 
before and after functionalization using SEM, TEM, and X-ray diffraction 
(XRD). The SEM images of pBN and sBN nanosheets confirm that the 
functionalization does not affect the size of BN nanosheets (Fig. S5). In 
addition, AC-STEM images (Fig. S6) and XRD peak analysis (Fig. S7 in 
Supporting Information provides details of XRD peak analysis) confirm 
that the silane functionalization does not change the lattice integrity of 
BNnanosheets. Also, there is no change in d-spacing of BN nanosheets 
after functionalization, indicating that the silane functional molecules 
are attached on the surface of BN nanosheets. 

Quantitative analysis of silane functionalization was performed to 
assess the amount of silane grafting on BN nanosheets. TGA graph 
(Fig. 1i) indicates thermal stability of both pBN and sBN nanosheets. 
Because of the presence of hydroxyl molecules, surface-functionalized 
BN nanosheets exhibit a weight loss starting at 100 ◦C. Fig. 1i in-
dicates that sBN nanosheets start to lose mass at ~250 ◦C and continue 

up to 600 ◦C, at which point approximately 2 wt% of the initial mass is 
lost. Whereas pBN nanosheets exhibit nearly no change in the weight 
loss up to 800 ◦C where 99.68% of initial weight is retained. This in-
dicates that the silane functionalization is estimated to be ~1.7 wt %, 
which is very low and complies with weak spectra reported in both FTIR 
and ToF-SIMS analysis. The electronic structure of BN nanosheets is the 
possible reason behind this low grafting of silane. Since weak organic- 
inorganic interaction of polymer-BN nanosheets plays an unfavorable 
role in boosting mechanical and thermal properties of bulk nano-
composites [24]. In this work, this challenge was overcome by utilizing 
silane functionalized BN nanosheets. A schematic illustration of BN 
nanosheets modification is shown in Fig. 2a. Functionalization of BN 
nanosheets (Fig. 2a) indicates the presence of organic molecules on 
inorganic BN nanosheets, which increase the miscibility and enhance 
interactions with various organic solvents. As seen in Fig. S8, the 
surface-functionalized sBN nanosheets disperse into organic solvents 
such as tetrahydrofuran (THF) uniformly compared to pBN nanosheets 
due to polar-polar interactions, indicating increased dispersibility of sBN 
nanosheets [18]. 

3.2. Mechanical characterization 

The non-linear mechanical reinforcement of pBN and sBN nano-
sheets was analyzed to show the effect of silane functionalization on PE 
matrix chain mobility. Because of the molecular chain structure, the 
base PE matrix has very low TMOE (~316 MPa), FMOE (~292 MPa), 

Fig. 1. Characterization of pristine and silane functionalized BN (pBN and sBN) nanosheets: (a) SEM micrograph of BN nanosheets showing shapes and sizes; (b) 
atomic resolution LAADF image of BN nanosheet (inset shows d-spacing of BN nanosheet atoms and crystal structure with a zone axis of [001] for hexagonal BN 
nanosheet in FFT); (c) AFM micrograph of BN nanosheets with corresponding thickness 50 nm; (d) FTIR spectra of pristine and surface functionalized BN nanosheets, 
strong BN peaks at 1384 and 808 cm−1 region overlaps with weak silane peak (Si–O stretching) at 1100 cm−1 and N–H+ peak at 1616 cm−1; (e) relative intensities of 
boron, Si/C2H4, and SiH2 spectra based on positive ToF-SIMS fragments for pBN and sBN nanosheets. Intensities are normalized to boron peak of pBN nanosheets; (f) 
XPS B 1s spectrum for pBN nanosheets indicates only B–N bonding; (g) XPS B 1s spectrum for sBN nanosheets, the deconvoluted curve indicates B–N and B–O 
bonding; (h) XPS Si 2p spectrum for sBN nanosheets, the deconvoluted curve indicates Si–O–Si, Si–O–B, Si–CH2 bonding; (i) TGA thermogram for surface- 
functionalized and pristine BN nanosheets depicts the functionalization is ~1.7 wt %. 
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and tensile strength (~11 MPa). This means that the molecular chains 
within the polymer face little difficulty to move or relax under an 
applied load [25]. The stress-strain curves for PE-BN nanocomposites 
are shown in Fig. 3a. Fig. 3a indicates that the mechanical properties of 
PE-BN nanocomposites are increased with an expense of ductility. While 
FMOE was calculated from a 3-point bending test and plotted in Fig. 3b, 
TMOE and tensile strengths are calculated from stress-strain curves 
(Fig. 3a) and plotted in Fig. 3c–d. Once pBN nanosheets are added into 
the base PE matrix, it is demonstrated that the FMOE (Fig. 3b) and 
TMOE (Fig. 3c) are reported an increment of 37% and 24% compared to 
the base PE matrix, respectively. Similarly, tensile strength is also 
increased by 15% (Fig. 3d), and all of these improvements are realized at 
5 wt % pBN nanosheets. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and 
XRD analysis of PE and PE-BN nanocomposites were conducted to 
evaluate the effect of the percentage of crystal regions and crystallite 
sizes (details of calculations and results are provided in Supplementary 
Information). As shown in Table S1,there is little change in the per-
centage of crystal regions and crystallite sizes between PE and PE-BN 
nanocomposites. Therefore, the reinforcement of BN nanosheets is not 

likely originating from either the percentage of crystal region or crys-
tallite size, as reported in [26]. This means that the entanglement of pBN 
nanosheets into PE chains creates obstacles for the movement of the 
chains under applied tensile load. Polymer chain entanglement origi-
nating from weak interactions between pBN nanosheets and PE matrix 
explains this increase in mechanical properties of nanocomposites [27]. 
Interestingly, the silane-modified BN nanosheets enhance these me-
chanical properties of nanocomposites even further compared to pBN 
nanosheets (Fig. 3a–d). For example, FMOE and TMOE of PE-5.0 wt % 
sBN nanocomposites are increased by 30 and 42% and tensile strength is 
increased by 27% compared to the base PE matrix, respectively. Thus, 
sBN nanocomposites show 5.5% increase in FMOE, 3.7% increase in 
TMOE, and 11% increase in tensile strength in comparison to pBN 
nanocomposites at 5.0 wt % BN nanosheets. 

The fractography of the PE, PE-5.0 wt % pBN, and PE-5.0 wt % sBN 
nanocomposites were investigated to uncover the polymer chain 
deformation during tensile fracture using SEM micrographs (Fig. 4a–h). 
The surface morphology of the fractured PE-BN (PE-5.0 wt % pBN and 
PE-5.0 wt % sBN) nanocomposites indicates a limited plastic 

Fig. 2. Schematic illustration of surface 
functionalization of BN nanosheets and 
polymer-BN nanosheets interactions: (a) 
schematic of silane functionalization of BN 
nanosheets; (b) PE-sBN nanocomposites 
fabrication and interfacial molecular inter-
action. The molecular interactions between 
silane molecules of BN nanosheets and PE 
chains at PE-sBN interfaces are higher when 
compared with PE-pBN interfaces. The left 
inset (Fig. 2b) shows the chemical structure 
of silane-modified BN nanosheets, and the 
right inset shows PE chain interaction with 
silane functionalized BN nanosheets.   

Fig. 3. Mechanical characterization of the PE and PE-BN nanocomposites: (a) stress-strain curves for the PE matrix and the PE nanocomposites at 0.5, 1, and 5 wt % 
BN nanosheets loading; (b) FMOE, (c) TMOE, and (d) tensile strength with varying compositions of both sBN and pBN nanosheets. 
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deformation, which implies a brittle behavior of fracture. In sharp 
contrast, the base PE specimen shows a fibrous morphology, indicating 
an extensive deformation before the fracture. In addition, a close ex-
amination of the fractured surfaces reveals that the plastic flow char-
acteristics are more noticeable for PE-5.0 wt % pBN when compared to 
PE-5.0 wt % sBN nanocomposites. The mechanical interlocking char-
acteristic of pBN nanosheets reduces the matrix mobility within nano-
composites, thus reducing its ductility when compared to PE. However, 
if the adhesion between fillers and matrix is not sufficient, extensive 
delamination will usually occur between the polymer matrix and fillers 
[28]. Whereas PE-sBN nanocomposites show the least plastic deforma-
tion among all nanocomposites (PE, PE-pBN, and PE-sBN 

nanocomposites), indicating an enhanced interfacial adhesion between 
PE matrix and sBN nanosheets. Moreover, the XRD peak analysis of the 
PE and PE-BN nanocomposites were conducted to observe the PE 
polymer chain organization because of BN nanosheets addition (details 
of the XRD analysis and results are shown in Supplementary Infor-
mation). As shown in Fig. S10, the addition of pBN and sBN nanosheets 
into PE materials results in no new peak because of three possible rea-
sons: (i) overlapping with the peaks of ZnO and Al2O3, (ii) exfoliated 
dispersion state of BN nanosheets, and (iii) low content of BN nanosheets 
[29]. The reduction of the peak intensity at the 2θ value of 26.81◦ could 
be attributed to the possible exfoliation of the sBN nanosheets compared 
to pBN into PE materials [30]. In addition, the peak intensity reduction 

Fig. 4. Morphological characterization of the fractured PE and PE-BN nanocomposites. Optical images of PE-BN nanocomposites: (a) before tensile fracture, (b) after 
tensile fracture. SEM micrographs of tensile fractured surfaces of (c) PE, (d) PE-5.0 wt% pBN, and (e) PE-5.0 wt% sBN nanocomposite. Magnified SEM micrographs of 
Figure a, b, and c are shown in Figure (f), (g), and (h), respectively. 

Fig. 5. Thermomechanical characterization of the PE and PE-BN nanocomposites: (a) storage and (b) loss modulus of PE-BN nanocomposites with increasing 
temperature from −80 to 100 ◦C; (c) changes in lengths with increasing temperature from 30 to 75 ◦C; (d) calculated CTE based on linear region (35–65 ◦C) of data in 
(c) is plotted against weight percentage of BN nanosheets. 
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of PE crystalline structure (2θ value of 21.3◦ and 23.4◦) could be the 
result of the better compatibility of silane-modified BN nanosheets with 
PE matrix [31]. Such compatibility is likely resulting from the molecular 
interactions between PE matrix and sBN nanosheets, as also reported for 
other nanocomposite systems [31,32]. As a result, a higher TMOE, 
tensile strength, and FMOE are obtained for the PE-sBN when compared 
to the PE-pBN nanocomposites, which is in agreement with reported 
observations for other polymer nanocomposite systems [33]. 

To reveal the load transfer efficiency and polymer chain interactions 
with BN nanosheets, thermomechanical properties (i.e., storage 
modulus and loss modulus) were investigated [34]. Since storage and 
loss modulus require measuring stored elastic and dissipated energy 
during straining, molecular orientation and relaxation processes infor-
mation can reveal chain mobility during transition periods. The changes 
in storage modulus (Fig. 5a) and loss modulus (Fig. 5b) for 
silane-modified BN nanosheets compared to pristine BN nanosheets 
nanocomposites are significant. In the rubbery state at 25 ◦C, the storage 
modulus of sBN nanocomposites is increased by 36% (218–296 MPa) at 
1 wt % BN nanosheets loading level compared to pBN nanosheets. More 
significant changes are observed at below −40 ◦C, where friction be-
tween polymer chains is more prominent, and higher storage modulus is 
observed. Besides entanglements, the higher noncovalent interaction 
may increase the storage modulus in sBN compared to pBN nano-
composites due to efficient stress transfer from sBN nanosheets to 
polymer matrix [14]. Hence, the storage modulus of PE-sBN is higher 
compared to PE-pBN nanocomposites. Besides, loss tangent (tanδ) was 
calculated from the ratio of loss modulus to storage modulus and re-
ported in Fig. S11. The tanδ could provide glass transition temperature 
(Tg) of a material where Tg is determined from the peak temperature of 
the curves, as reported in many reports [21]. Although Fig. S11 shows 
tanδ of PE and PE-BN composites with the increasing temperature from 
−80 to 100 ◦C; however, this graph does not show any peak in the 
glassy-rubbery region of the samples. It is likely that the test tempera-
ture of the tanδ curve (−80 to 100 ◦C) was not sufficient to elucidate the 
glass transition temperature of the PE and PE-BN nanocomposites, since 
Tg of the polyethylene matrix usually occurs at around −115 ◦C [35]. 
The slightly decreased tanδ value of sBN nanocomposites compared to 
pBN indicates increased molecular interactions between PE and sBN 
nanosheets [21]. The silane molecule contains organic and inorganic 
functional groups, which act as a coupling agent and are likely to in-
crease molecular interactions between organic PE polymer matrix and 
inorganic BN nanosheets [24]. The gap between PE and BN nanosheets 
is reduced due to these increased molecular interactions and leads to 
create an immobile phase (interphase) at the PE-sBN interface [36]. 
Thus, an efficient stress transfer could be originated at the interphase, 
and nanocomposites show reinforced mechanical properties with 
reduced chain mobility within nanocomposites. The reduced chain 
mobility will also lead to decrease CTEs [37]. Since BN nanosheets have 
very high specific surface area (~2600 m2/g) and silane functionaliza-
tion leads to the formation of an immobilized phase at the interface in 
comparison to PE-pBN case [38]. The higher molecular interactions at 
the PE and sBN nanosheets interface can effectively restrain polymer 
chain dynamics. 

3.3. Thermal characterization 

The coefficient of thermal expansion was investigated to further 
understand the effects of BN nanosheets and their functionalization on 
thermomechanical stability of nanocomposites. CTE is an important 
parameter of polymer material that gives not only fundamental infor-
mation about chain dynamics, but also important dimensional stability 
associated with heat. As shown in Fig. 5c, the changes in length for PE 
and nanocomposites are reported over the temperature range from 30 to 
75 ◦C. The linear region of Fig. 5c (35–65 ◦C) was fitted, and CTEs were 
calculated from their slopes. As it can be observed (Fig. 5d), the CTE of 
base PE is 607 × 10−6 K−1. By adding BN nanosheets, CTE decreases 

monotonically down to 484 × 10−6 K−1. Similar to what was observed in 
mechanical properties, sBN outperformed pBN nanocomposites in 
decreasing CTEs of PE nanocomposites at each of the concentrations of 
BN nanosheets (Fig. 5d). With 5.00 wt % BN nanosheets, pBN nano-
composites demonstrate CTE as 536 × 10−6 K−1 while sBN nano-
composites exhibit 484 × 10−6 K−1. This is 12 and 20% decrease in CTE 
of pBN and sBN nanocomposites in comparison to base PE. The physical 
entanglement of polymer chains induced by BN nanosheets and 
increased molecular interactions of silane functional groups with the PE 
matrix (Fig. 2b) could explain this significant reduction in CTE 
compared to the pBN nanocomposites [39]. 

Thermal degradation was explored to further understand the thermal 
stability of polymer materials and the role of silane grafting. Analyzing 
the thermal decomposition of pBN and sBN nanocomposites (Fig. 6a), it 
is evident that the degradation is a two-stage process, and the mecha-
nism is not affected due to BN nanosheets addition. The addition of BN 
nanosheets increases the thermal stability of PE nanocomposites struc-
tures irrespective of functionalization. For example, the first onset 
temperature (Tonset) is shown in Fig. 6c, where Tonset indicates the 
starting of the 1st stage degradation of the materials. The result indicates 
that the decomposition process is delayed by adding BN nanosheets. 
Tonset of base PE matrix exhibits 268 ◦C. By the addition of 1 wt % pBN 
nanosheets, Tonset is increased by 12 ◦C. Further addition of pBN nano-
sheets (e.g., 5 wt %) does not enhance the thermal stability beyond PE- 
1.0 wt % pBN nanocomposites. This observation can be explained 
knowing that BN nanosheets can act as gas barriers and play a crucial 
role in increasing the thermal stability of nanocomposites [40]. A well 
tortuous path created by BN nanosheets into PE matrix enhances ther-
mal stability by delaying the escape of decomposed volatile gases [41]. 
At the beginning of the degradation process (i.e., onset degradation), 
barrier nature of BN nanosheets obstructs volatile gas flow within the 
polymer matrix and results in delayed decomposition. 

Likewise, the second onset temperature (T20%) (i.e., 20% weight loss 
temperature) where the materials start to degrade of its 2nd stage is also 
analyzed (Fig. 6d). Interestingly, higher improvement (thermal degra-
dation temperature) is achieved for thermal stability at 20% weight loss 
compared to Tonset. For instance, the addition of 1 wt % pBN nanosheets 
increase Tonset of nanocomposites by 12 ◦C while T20% is improved by 
18 ◦C. This may be explained by the formation of chars (Fig. 6a), which 
likely act as volatile gas barriers [40,42]. Thus, BN nanosheets, along 
with chars, delay the escaping of volatile gases and reduce the decom-
position of PE matrix at T20%. Interestingly, the PE-sBN nanocomposites 
do not show improvement in thermal weight loss over PE-pBN nano-
composites. Both Tonset and T20% show almost similar behavior and 
increment of 16 and 18 ◦C for T20% for both sBN and pBN nano-
composites. This slight early degradation of sBN compared to pBN 
nanocomposites can be explained by the thermal degradation behavior 
of silane molecules. The thermal stability of sBN nanosheets (Fig. 1i) 
indicates that the degradation of silane starts at ~250 ◦C [43]. This early 
degradation of silane alters the polymer-BN nanosheets interface and 
triggers the degradation of sBN nanocomposites at a slightly lower 
temperature compared to pBN nanocomposites. Similar results were also 
reported by Xie et al. [44,45] for thermal decomposition of long 
carbon-chain alkyl quaternary ammonium ions modified montmoril-
lonite (MMT). The authors found that the weakly bonded water mole-
cules were decomposed in the temperature region below 200 ◦C, which 
is the possible reason for the early degradation of the polymer nano-
composite materials. Although the thermal stability of sBN nano-
composites is comparable to pBN nanocomposites. Yet, both pBN and 
sBN nanosheets show a moderate improvement in thermal stability 
performance. Besides the fact that the mass barrier property of BN 
nanosheets plays a crucial role in reducing thermal degradation, high 
thermal stability, and nanostructured morphology of BN nanosheets are 
also believed to be the other important reasons for enhanced thermal 
stability. 

Overall, the addition of BN nanosheets into PE polymers enables 
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nanocomposites with enhanced mechanical, thermomechanical, and 
thermal properties. However, the extent of improvement closely de-
pends on PE-BN nanosheets interfacial molecular interaction. In this 
work, silane functionalized BN nanosheets were used to enhance this 
interaction. We obtained higher mechanical properties (TMOE, FMOE, 
and tensile strengths), thermomechanical properties (storage modulus), 
and lower CTE compared to PE-pBN nanocomposites. Unlike other 2D 
materials, BN nanosheets and their polymer nanocomposites are elec-
trically insulative [1,46–48]. These mechanically strong, thermally, and 
dimensionally stable nanocomposite materials are promising in appli-
cations ranging from insulation materials (e.g., cable insulation), ther-
mal management (e.g., heat transfer equipment) to electronic devices (e. 
g., thermal interface materials) [49–51]. While this study provides 
adequate insight on the role of silane functionalization groups, it would 
be interesting to study the effects of BN nanosheets over a broader range 
of BN nanosheets mass fraction to fully elucidate the silane functional-
ization effect on the properties of PE-BN nanocomposites. 

4. Conclusions 

In this work, the mechanical, thermomechanical, and thermal 
properties of PE polymer nanocomposites reinforced with silane func-
tionalized and pristine boron nitrides were studied. Substantial im-
provements in the mechanical properties of PE-BN nanocomposites were 
achieved. In nanocomposites with 5 wt % pBN and sBN nanosheets, 
TMOE increased by 37, 42%, FMOE improved by 24, 30%, and tensile 
strength increased by 15, 27%, respectively. While thermal stability 
improvements are nominal (e.g., T20% increased by 18, 16 ◦C for 1 wt % 
pBN and sBN nanosheets, respectively), the reductions in nano-
composites’ CTE are compelling (e.g., pBN and sBN nanosheets reduce 
CTE by 12% and 20%, respectively). The chain mobility is also reduced 
because of the BN nanosheets addition, as evidenced from the increased 
storage modulus of pBN and sBN nanocomposites compared to PE. These 
enhancements in mechanical and thermal properties are likely origi-
nated not only from the outstanding mechanical, physical, thermal, and 
chemical properties of BN nanosheets, but also from the molecular 

interaction of silane modified BN nanosheets with base PE matrix. 
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Fig. 6. Thermal stability analysis of PE and nanocomposites: (a) thermogravimetric analysis of the PE matrix and the PE nanocomposites; (b) enlarged area at 20% 
weight loss region; (c) 1st onset degradation temperature (Tonset); and (d) 2nd onset degradation (T20%) (i.e., 20% weight loss) temperatures are reported with 
varying concentrations of both sBN and pBN nanosheets. 
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